
DESCRIPTION

Questioning perception and imagination, the six windows of Hermès in Hong Kong 
combine, into a peculiar universe, the objects and oddities of playfulness and dream. 
In a world suspended from the ground up, lollipops showcase human features in a wild 
dance, and a fisherman welcomes his catch surrounded by oversized bobber floats and 
UFOs. Candies explode into fireworks disrupting the stillness of a nearby scene where 
fish swim through jellyfish and hot air balloons while, moving along, elongated bubble 
sticks give shape to a flock of water bubbles. All of these joyful elements gather together 
to compose a totemic dreamlike carousel in the main window, as a compendium of the 
variety and richness of the materials involved. Metal, wood and Murano mouth blown 
glass create reflections and textures adding layers of interpretation, while sparks of gold 
evoke “sogni d’oro”, an Italian good night greeting that wishes “golden dreams”.
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  For more informations about this product please visit our website.
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Displaying

Window Display

Window Display

The Dream Carousel

The encounter between Playfulness and Dream

Metal, Wood, Murano Glass

Various

Incamiciato, Transparent, Opaque, Shiny

Mouth Blown, Fused Glass, Blown Borosilicate Glass

Various 

Chloé Mestrude

2018

Hong Kong
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We work on a wide number of projects, 

involving light, structural supports, interiors 

and cover finish; all of which are designed 

with the intent to be used and loved.

MANIFESTO 

We give form to projects that range across 

furniture, products, accessories, architecture, 

spaces and exhibitions.

We believe design does not have to be a 

singular expression and so we create different 

versions of our products to adapt to different 

environments.

We create each collection as a series of 

products that share an origin, but can also 

live separately from one another and have 

a distinct identity.

We believe that different objects can work 

well together for optimal use, and function 

independently.

We sensitively consider every material to find 

the best fit for each project, working with 

materials of all kinds, both for structures and 

surfaces.

We consider all the ways our projects might 

be used, shaping their production, practicality 

and functionality to ensure the enjoyment of 

the user.

We give names to our creations based on 

the emotions they evoke, and the themes 

and ideas they communicate.

We feel that a new design can inspire 

a family of products that share an aesthetic 

and functional DNA.

We start our projects from an instinctive and 

imaginative place that we subsequently develop 

through rigorous research and processes to 

generate unique and innovative ideas.
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COLOUR FINISHING

TECHNIQUE DIMENSION

ENCOUNTER COLLABORATION

TEAM TIME

PLACE CLIENT
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We do not see a separation between objects, 

interiors or architecture, and design concepts 

that range from a pen to a chair, or a room or 

a building.

We consider the finished product at the 

beginning of our projects, not at the end, 

thereby allowing us to reveal the quality of 

a project through masterful details.

We understand the strength of collaboration, 

seeing value in every perspective and the 

success that can come from open discussion 

and debate.

We see time and a design era as a flow of 

experiences that are absorbed from every 

new project, every new encounter and every 

new solution.

We love clients who share our passion 

for design and who want to be involved in 

nurturing a project to its full potential.

We believe that understanding the strengths 

and limitations of different technologies 

is crucial to creating honest, long-lasting 

projects.

We are inspired by colour’s power to enrich 

a project and add emotion, believing that 

colour should contribute to the longevity of 

a project and never be related to fashion.

We feel that a chance encounter between 

professionals or friends can result in 

meaningful ideas for new projects.

We are a multidisciplinary team of people, 

and every project is conceived and executed 

as a team effort.

We conceive ideas without geographic 

boundaries, preserving our Italian heritage 

in every project, while still embracing and 

exploring other cultural influences.
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